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Abstract 

The purpose of this project was to construct a robot that could abstract and draw images 
in order to explore the ways robots can be used for creative purposes. We first constructed a 
physical mechanism; then we modified existing Python abstraction programs and combined this 
with an Arduino method to make the robot draw. Ultimately, we were able to abstract and 
reproduce simple images as well as program shapes. Our accuracy in mimicking the actual shape 
detailed in the code shows the promise of robots to perform creative tasks. 
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Introduction 
Motivation 

For this project, a robot was created that uses three track-stepper motor systems to render 
real-time portraits. The goal of the project was to input an image and watch the robot abstract 
and sketch it. This idea came out of mutual interests in art and robotic capabilities, as well as 
inspiration from modern robots that create artwork (see History). We hoped to gain a better 
understanding of printing systems and coordinate planes from this project, as well as an 
understanding of the limitations of robot movement when drawing. This project required 
mechanical skills and lots of calibration as well as some interesting software approaches, 
allowing us to become better builders and programmers. Furthermore, the project addressed 
some interesting questions around automation and creativity: can robots ever be artistic or 
creative?  
 
History 

Automation (a robot that imitates a human) is one of the most intensely debated topics 
right now. Robots pose a real threat towards jobs as automation renders human jobs obsolete. 
These jobs have been primarily “blue-collar”: assembly lines, cashiers, serving, etc. It is widely 
accepted that creativity has been left to us and requires a human touch. However, this assumption 
is now, more than ever, being disrupted. An article entitled “High-Skilled White-Collar Work? 
Machines Can Do That Too” from The New York Times details how in the fashion industry, AI 
has started to design shirts matching customer interests. [1] An article in the Science journal by 
MIT economist Erik Brynjolfsson and Carnegie Mellon computer scientist Tom Mitchell argues, 
“A much broader set of tasks will be automated or augmented by machines over the coming 
years.” [2] These trends in automation show that other human endeavors are not free from robot 
automation, even creative ones.  

Drawing, the focus of this project, is one such creative endeavor where automation is 
increasingly being used. This project is interesting because it tackles the boundaries between 
human and robot skill, and the extent to which automation can take over creativity. Automation 
and drawing is not a new concept; humans have been creating robots to perform the human tasks 
of writing and drawing for hundreds of years. Arguably the first such robot was created in the 
1700s and was known as “The Writer” (see Fig 1). The Writer mimicked human motions, 
complete with a human-like casing. Notched “cams” (rotating parts) rotated within the robot, 
sending signals of which letters to draw. Cam “followers” read the outlines of the cams and 
moved the arm. A gear with removable letters allowed users to reorder them, thus 
“programming” the Writer. Its versatile approach has withstood the test of time--restoration has 
kept it working. [3] Powered by turning a crank, the Writer used thousands of precisely 
calculated gear ratios to create a robot that is still considered a success. The Writer even 
mimicked dipping the pen in ink and then flicking the wrist. This, along with the arm that could 
vary pressure on the paper to create realistic letters, was presumably incredibly 
difficult--automata of that time were not typically programmable, and usually were relatively 
unsophisticated. [4] 
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Fig 1: The Writer uses a rotating wheel of removable letters to write messages. [5]  

 
During the 1700s, many other inventors famously experimented with automata and 

drawing. Such experimentation marked the beginning of a period where human creativity and 
robot skills was blurred. Some drawing automations tried to mimic the human form, like the 
Writer. Others served a purely functional purpose, like printers. Modern printers have a very 
similar function to the Writer: produce writing and drawings from a programmable image. 
However, the modern printer does not attempt to look like a human being. The printer marked a 
shift from trying to mimic human form to building a more versatile and sturdy device. 

Originally, most printing devices, including the typewriter, relied on some form of ink 
dispensary along with a stamp. This sometimes meant a “ribbon” covered in ink or just an ink 
pad.  

 

 
Fig 2: InkJet printer head [6] 
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The invention of the inkjet printer in the 1950s made printing complicated images quick 
and comparatively easier. This printer operates with thousands and thousands of nozzles that 
each fire, creating a matrix of dots that form the desired image or letter. Once the image is 
received by the printer, the nozzles that need to fire are selected and electric current begins to 
flow through these nozzles, heating the resistors inside of them. This heat causes ink in 
surrounding nozzles to boil, creating small bubbles that pop to form perfect dots. A temporary 
vacuum is created when the bubble pops, so new ink is drawn into the nozzle and the entire 
“printer head” moves to the right and continues printing. Typically rollers and a stepper motor 
grip the paper tightly, moving it along the system. [7]  

Today, the scope of printing has expanded to more unconventional materials, which 
require a different structure for printing seen in the laser cutter. Instead of painstakingly etching 
into a block of wood or piece of metal, stepper motors guide a laser over three tracks.  
 

 
Fig 3: Basic laser cutter setup [8] 

 
The laser cutter combines ancient approaches: with a single laser, it mimics the drawing 

automaton as opposed to the inkjet printer’s thousands of jets. The stepper motor system used 
here is somewhat similar to the Inkjet’s printer head movement, except thousands of nozzles will 
not be used.  

Some robots have strayed even further from the “human” like arm or the two stepper 
motors, approaching printing more creatively. The more modern Scribit graffiti robot is another 
inspiration, a small robot that ascends whiteboard walls to draw abstract sketches. This robot was 
unveiled at the 2019 Consumer Electronics Show (CES). The robot uses very thin wires to hang 
on a wall, switching pen colors and loosening and tightening the wires to eventually draw in a 
human style. While the approach used here is not vertical and does not involve wires, similar 
concepts around robotics and art are addressed. [9] 
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Fig 4: The Scribit robot hangs on walls, tightening and loosening wire to move up and down and 

draw. [10] 
 

Robots that draw and print have a long history; they are not just a new aspect of the 
automation trend. However, there is no consensus on the form these robots have to take or the 
limits of their functionality. This project puts a new twist on the history of drawing robots, 
combining the creativity of the Scribit robot with the functionality of a printer. By using 
real-time images and abstracting them in a variety of styles, the user’s image is not simply being 
printed, modifications and judgments are made in the code that later become a finished piece. As 
robots that do more specialized skills (drawing, cleaning, writing, etc.) become popular, this 
robot will further explore the ways automation is changing the creative activities previously 
considered to be human endeavors. 
 
Design 
Mechanical Design 

There are 3 distinct approaches to this project that were considered.  
The first was a prosthetic arm that mimicked human motions (see Fig 5). It was initially 

predicted this would give more freedom to create very stylistic drawings in a more human-like 
style as opposed to perfect printouts. However, this approach was not used because prosthetics 
require an immense amount of time and calibration. The arm would need to be incredibly 
sophisticated, and there would be no precise movements along axes. 
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Fig 5: Prosthetic arm approach considered. [11] 

 
Next, an omnidirectional robot that would move on its own platform was considered, 

dragging along a magnet and pen underneath the platform and thus creating a drawing. Magnets 
would be used to hold the pen vertically, dragging it lightly along the paper. The robot would 
have to turn on the spot, so omnidirectional wheels seemed necessary (see Fig 6 and Fig 7). This 
approach seemed promising because it focuses on creating one independent robot, and the rest of 
the system would be simple. However, this was not the simplest method because the 
omnidirectional robot requires a lot of coordination and programming to direct the wheels.  
 

 
Fig 6: Omnidirectional-robot and magnet system  

Fig 7: Robot approach, use omnidirectional wheels to allow for on-the-spot turning. [12] 
 

The approach that seemed most promising resembled a printing system (see Fig 8). This 
would involve horizontal and vertical axes with timing belt tracks and stepper motors positioned 
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at the ends. The motors would rotate the belts, dragging the pen in any direction (even 
diagonally) over the paper. 

 

 
Fig 8: Image that represents “printer” approach. [13] 

 
This approach was beneficial for the following reasons. First, it is the easiest to calibrate. 

Since the device is attached to a stepper motor that counts in steps, coding the path is a matter of 
simply translating coordinates to specific step counts for the stepper motor to take (see the 
Theory section for a more detailed explanation of this process). Second, this approach minimized 
the number of parts moving at one time. Unlike an omnidirectional robot or a robotic arm, which 
require multiple gears to be at sync at the same time, the printing system is controlled by a series 
of stepper motors. At the same time, versatility is not lost: the device could move in almost any 
direction. The functional advantage of the printing system ultimately superseded the aesthetic a 
robotic arm or omnidirectional robot might offer. 

The cardboard prototype showed the validity of the method (see Fig 9). Potential 
challenges shown by the prototype include stacking different parts on top of each other (like the 
track-stepper motor system explained in the following paragraph) and ways to maintain an even 
contact between the pen and the canvas. 
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Fig 9: Cardboard prototype 

 
At the core of the printing system is the track–stepper motor system. The printing system 

as a whole consists of three of these devices. Two frame the vertical sides of the canvas. Another 
track-stepper motor system is attached on top of the framing devices. As the vertical timing belt 
tracks move up and down, the horizontal timing belt track on the top moves side to side, thereby 
creating both horizontal and vertical movement along an x-y coordinate plane.  

The track-stepper motor system is centered along a linear rail (see Fig 10). The moving 
block is locked onto the linear rail using a linear ball bearing. The purpose of the linear rail is to 
provide rigidity to the system. The ball bearing ensures that the block moves smoothly and with 
minimum friction along the linear rail. A timing belt track is fed through the moving block. The 
track is wrapped along an axle at both ends of the linear rail and attached to the stepper motor. 
The timing belt track provides the force that moves the moving block along the linear rail.  

 

 
Fig 10: Track-Stepper Motor System 

 
The system as a whole contains three track-stepper motor systems (see Fig 11, 12). Two 

identical track-stepper motor systems flank the vertical axis of the robot; this part is called 
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Track-Stepper Motor System A and consists of the axis with the two stepper motors. Another 
track-stepper motor system rests on top of the first two, holding the pen and providing horizontal 
motion; this part is called Track-Stepper Motor System B. When moving at the same time, both 
horizontal and vertical motion is achieved.  

 

 
Fig 11: Perspective view of entire setup 

 

 
Fig 12: Birds eye view of entire setup  
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The foundation of the entire robot is a wood tray. Indents in the wood tray as well as 
holes allow for different parts of the robot to be fastened. Track-Stepper Motor System A is held 
in place by a foundation for the stepper motor, one track holder (the stepper motor holds one end 
of the track and the track holder holds the other end), and two rail holders (see Fig 13, 14, 15). 
All of these parts are screwed into holes in the wood tray (see Fig 11, 12). The benefit of the 
wood tray is that it is customizable; if a part does not work or needs to be replaced, it can easily 
be taken out without having to throw out the entire robot. Since the drawing robot requires a lot 
of coordination between parts, customizability is key to tweaking one variable of the project at a 
time without having to start over. 
 

  
Fig 13: Perspective view of Track-Stepper Motor System A  

 
 

 
Fig 14: Side view of Track-Stepper Motor System A 
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Fig 15: Birds eye view of Track-Stepper Motor System A 

 
Two moving blocks move along two tracks of Track-Stepper Motor System A; these 

moving blocks are run by two stepper motors. These moving blocks provide a platform to hold 
Track-Stepper Motor System B. On one end, the stepper motor is locked in place; on the other 
end, a track holder is locked in place (see Fig 16). Rail holders also hold the two linear rails 
going between the moving blocks. Again, these parts can easily be replaced. The Moving Block 
B moves along the two linear rails; two rails are used to provide rigidity because the moving 
block will be able to flip if the two rails were not there. Attached to Moving Block B is the Pen 
Holder, which includes a solenoid. The pen holder is attached to the solenoid so when current 
runs through the solenoid, the solenoid clicks down and the attached pen makes contact with the 
paper. The purpose of this mechanism is to allow for the pen to be lifted up for the parts of the 
drawing that are blank. Using a solenoid required the least amount of coordination, lifting the 
pen just enough to stop making contact with the paper and therefore decreasing the margin of 
error. The full pen holder and solenoid mechanism is shown in Fig 17. Note that the solenoid’s 
application was theoretical; the solenoid, while put in place, was not used in the latest iteration of 
the project.  
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Fig 16: Track-Stepper Motor System B 
 

 
Fig 17: Pen Holder and Solenoid Mechanism  

 
There are multiple benefits to the system as a whole. First, by breaking motion into two 

independent axes, a vector model is able to be used in the programming phase; therefore, there is 
a clear set of variables and a clear coordinate system for the motors to act along. This will not 
only be helpful for programming coordination, but it’s also helpful for isolating variables during 
testing. Second, the customizability of the design will allow for testing and calibration to be 
simpler because variables can be isolated and parts can be easily removed or replaced. Finally, 
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unlike a moving arm or an omnidirectional robot, there are few axes of motion happening at 
once, making the calibration process simpler.  
 
Circuit:  

The three stepper motors are all powered by one Arduino following the same basic circuit 
outline shown in Fig 19. The stepper motors that are part of the double-motor axis are powered 
by a seperate circuit and power supply from the third motor. However, all three motors fed back 
into the same Arduino and therefore the same code. The stepper motors are powered by a 
SN754410ne H-Bridge; the H-Bridge controls the flow of current to independent parts of the 
motor, setting it into the desired motion (see Fig 18 for the H-Bridge circuit). [14] Each stepper 
motor has its own H-Bridge. The H-Bridge option was chosen over the alternative of a Big Easy 
Driver due to its reliability; the Big Easy Driver is known to break down unexpectedly. [15] 
Finally, a potentiometer is used to vary resistance and therefore current going to the motor. [16] 
[17] 

 

 
Fig 18: H-Bridge Circuit [18] 
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Fig 19: Stepper motor circuit diagram 

 
Code 

The programming process of converting an image to a sketch can be described in two 
parts (see Figure 20 for the flow chart of the code). The first is the abstraction of the image into 
some sort of stylized sketch with corresponding coordinates. Next, the coordinates will be 
translated into motor movement used to sketch our final drawings. 
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Fig 20: Basic code flowchart. 

 
While we originally planned to use Canny edge detection, an algorithm that measures 

how fast colors change then converts rapid changes to lines, we later found an approach better 
suited to our project. Our previous approach used separate algorithms to convert an image into an 
abstraction, then an abstraction into coordinates, and coordinates into usable commands. Our 
final approach combined all three into one process. 

A Github contribution using the Perlin noise method allowed us to abstract images into 
lists of vectors. The Perlin noise method “generates coherent noise over space” by generating 
vectors that represent the gradient on the corners of each pixel, then computing the dot products 
of these gradients. The remaining dot products are used to generate curves that approximate the 
image. Thus, the Perlin noise method allows users to generate abstractions from images using 
gradient “prediction.”  [19] 

The contribution we used included “hatch” and “contour” methods. After much 
experimentation, the contour setting was used to generate continuous lines instead of many 
repeating hatches, which would be more time consuming to draw. The original code outputted an 
SVG file, so we could see the abstraction being drawn. Instead, we modified the code to output 
lists of coordinates. To shorten this incredibly long list, series of points where the x value 
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remained constant (vertical lines) were combined into an endpoint and a startpoint. This was also 
done for horizontal lines. 

The second step consisted of converting the coordinates into usable commands. We 
initially ran all three motors in a for loop for the number of desired steps, alternating between 
them to appear as though they were stepping together. This process had its challenges: diagonal 
lines were incredibly choppy, and speed wasn’t customizable. We eventually discovered the 
MultiStepper library, which allowed the three motors to move simultaneously as one object with 
customized speed and accelerations. Using the multistepper library, one function traversed the 
list of coordinates, setting the x and y motors to the x and y points, respectively. This approach 
allowed us to recreate image abstractions like the Apple logo, which is discussed further in the 
results section. 

See Appendix B for the code.  
 

Theory 
As mentioned above in the design section, the process of converting an image to a sketch 

can be described in two parts. The first is the abstraction of the image into some sort of stylized 
image. The second is the translation of diagonal lines in specific directions for the stepper motors 
to execute.  

Cartesian coordinates are used to dictate the starting and ending positions of every image 
the robot draws. The drawings are first simplified into a series of lines. A stepper motor’s motion 
is described in terms of steps (see Fig 21). [20] In the Arduino code, there is a specified steps per 
revolution. The speed of a stepper motor is therefore the number of revolutions per minute. The 
motor’s motion is analyzed in terms of its steps in order to translate the cartesian coordinate 
directions into directions easily executed by the motor.  

 

 
Fig 21: Steps of a Stepper Motor [21] 

 
Since the motor is attached to the track wrapped around the axle, rotational motion of the 

axle is translated into translational motion of the track. Since the robot’s setup has tracks running 
in both the x and y axis, both directions of motion are covered; furthermore, the cartesian 
coordinates give the translational motion needed on both axes to draw the line. As shown in Fig 
22, a line is marked by its beginning and ending points, and . Therefore, a singlex , )( 1 y1 x , )( 2 y2  
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line of radius r between these points has a horizontal displacement of  and a verticalxΔ  
displacement of . When these translational displacements are executed by the x-axis track andyΔ  
y-axis track simultaneously, the line of radius r is drawn (see Fig 22 and Fig 23 for a full view of 
the mechanism). Therefore, translating the motion of the motor into lines in the cartesian 
coordinate system is a two step process. First, the rotational motion of the motor’s axle must be 
translated into the translational motion of the track. Second, the combination of track motion in 
both the x and y axes must result in the specified line between the two cartesian points. 

 
Fig 22: Cartesian coordinate triangle 

 
Fig 23: Perspective view of entire setup 

 
To achieve step one, theories of rotational kinematics are used. The stepper motor’s axle 

exhibits rotation; therefore, there are a set of variables that can be used to describe the rotational 
motion. Whereas  is used to describe displacement in translational motion,  is used tod θ  
describe displacement in rotational motion (where  is measured in radians).  (eq. 3)θ θd = R  
describes the relationship between linear and rotational displacement, where  is the radius ofR  
the stepper motor’s axle. Each step of the motor is equal to  radians because our current2π

100  
stepper motor configuration takes 100 steps per revolution, and a revolution is  radians.π2  
Therefore, if  is the number of steps a stepper motor takes, then  (eq. 4) is thew wθ = 2π

100  
rotational distance traveled. Substituting eq. 4 into eq. 3, the translational distance traveled by the 
track as a function of the steps taken by the motor is  (eq. 5).wRd = 2π

100   
As mentioned above and shown in Fig 23, tracks run simultaneously in the x and y axes 

to draw the specified line. Using eq. 5 as a guide, we can then derive formulas for  and . IfxΔ yΔ  
 is the number of steps taken by the stepper motor running the track in the x axis, then thea  

translational displacement along the x axis is  (eq. 6) when  is plugged into eq. 5.x aRΔ = 2π
100 xΔ  
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Likewise, the translational displacement along the y axis is  (eq. 7) if  is they bRΔ = 2π
100 b  

number of steps taken by the stepper motor running the track in the y axis. To achieve step two, 
 and  is simply the difference between and ,  andxΔ yΔ x , )( 1 y1 x , )( 2 y2 xΔ = x2 − x1  

. When solved for the number of the steps taken by the stepper motor, the resultingyΔ = y2 − y1  
equations are  (eq. 8) and  (eq. 9). The function of eq. 8 and eq. 9 is a = πR

50(x −x )2 1  b = πR
50(y −y )2 1  

that the number of steps by the stepper motor needed can be found in terms of andx , )( 1 y1  
. Therefore, the program reads in the command to move from to and isx , )( 2 y2 x , )( 1 y1 x , )( 2 y2  

able to find the difference between the points to calculate the number of steps taken 
simultaneously by the motors in the x and y axes, giving readable directions to the motor that 
will result in the specified line being drawn.  
 

 
Fig 24: Example problem 

 
Here is a specific example. As shown in Fig 24, the robot is to drawing a line from (0,0) 

to (51.96, 30). Here are the steps taken by the program to do this:  
 

1. Between (0, 0) to (51.96, 30), =51.96, =30.xΔ yΔ  
2. The radius of the stepper motor’s axle is 5 mm. 
3. The x-axis displacement in terms of steps by the stepper motor is given by  a = πR

50(x −x )2 1  
therefore a = 65.39 steps.π(5 mm)

50(51.96 mm) = 1  
4. The x-axis displacement in terms of steps by the stepper motor is given by  b = πR

50(y −y )2 1  
therefore b = 5.49 steps.π(5 mm)

50(30  mm) = 9  
5. At the same time, the stepper motor in the x-direction takes 165.39 steps and stepper 

motor in the y direction takes 95.49 steps. 
6. This results in the horizontal track moving 51.96 mm and the vertical track moving 30 

mm at the same time.  
7. The result is a line of 60 mm between (0,0) to (51.96, 30) 

 
Results  

The results of the drawing robot were measured in terms of the accuracy of the drawings. 
Results for the drawing robot were taken for both the simple drawings (such as a square or a 
diagonal line) and the abstracted drawings (such as an Apple logo). 

In order to measure the robot’s ability to draw simple drawings, the robot was 
programmed to draw both a square and a diagonal line. For the square, the area of the actual 
drawing was measured. The area of the theoretical drawing was also measured, and the two areas 
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were compared using a percent error calculation ( ). The ratio of00theoretical
|experimental − theoretical|

* 1  
height:width was also found, and compared to the known height:width ratio of a perfect square 
(1:1) using a percent error calculation. For the diagonal line, the length of the actual drawing was 
measured. This was compared with the theoretical drawing by again using the percent error 
calculation. Two power supplies run the circuit, one power supply for the axis with two motors 
For both the square and the diagonal line, power in calculations were taken for both the square 
and the diagonal line while the robot was drawing the shape. Results for the simple drawings of 
the square and the line are shown in Table 1 and Table 2.  

 
Table 1. Measurements for Square Drawing 

Power In for Double Motor Axis 6.87 W 

Power In for Single Motor Axis 3.27 W 

Area of Actual Drawing 457.317 mm  2  

Area of Theoretical Drawing  985.96 mm  2  

Percent Magnification  53.6% 

Width of Square 20.74 mm 

Height of Square 22.05 mm 

Actual Height:Width Ratio 1.063:1 

Expected Height: Width Ratio 1:1 

Ratio Percent Error 6.3% 

 
 
Table 2. Measurements for a Diagonal Drawing  

Power In for Double Motor Axis 12.3 W 

Power In for Single Motor Axis 4.551 W 

Length of Actual Drawing 55.87 mm  2  

Length of Theoretical Drawing  62.8 mm  2  

Percent Magnification  11% 

 
In order to best judge the robot’s success in image abstraction mode, a qualitative 

comparison seemed most useful. Unlike the square, the area of the Apple logo was not easily 
quantifiable. We chose the Apple logo because if would be easily recognized and contains many 
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curves. Figure 25 displays the original image, the abstraction, and the final drawing from left to 
right. Figure 26 more directly compares the original image to the drawing by overlaying the two.  

 
Fig 25: Apple logo, abstraction, and finished drawing 

 
Fig 26: Original image and drawing overlay 

 
Conclusion:  

The results of the drawing robot shows both the promise and limitations of machines 
performing creative tasks. For the simple drawings, the drawing robot was able to draw the 
shapes accurately, with the square only having a 6.3% error in the ratio between the sides (see 
Table 1). However, the size of the image is not quite accurate; errors in the calibration track led 
to the drawing being 53.6% smaller than the theoretical drawing (see Table 1). However, for 
diagonal lines, the error was smaller at only 11% (see Table 2).  

Interestingly, the power input to the robot was greater for the diagonal line (see Table 2 
and Table 1). This difference was possibly due to the robot having to quickly switch both motors 
on and off to create a diagonal, whereas the square consists of mostly straight lines. This power 
difference shows a future limitation of the robot: complex drawings take a lot of power, and the 
demand must be met.  

The real promise of the robot was shown in the more complex drawing of the Apple logo. 
The Apple logo consisted of a couple complex concepts: the abstraction of an image, curved 
lines, and the continuous drawing of a complex shape. Overall, the robot did quite well (see Fig 
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25 and 26) – aside from the Apple “leaf” being slightly shifted right (which was probably due to 
a slight mismatch in motor speeds) and the flat appearance of the top and bottom (the robot 
sketched the red simplification of the image and the pen was slightly raised during the top 
section), we were impressed with the accuracy of the curves and dimensions. This example 
demonstrates the robot’s ability to abstract, interpret, and sketch a real image. 

Overall, our robot was able to read input from computer code and translate the abstracted 
image into a pen drawing on paper; this alone required a lot of coordination between the software 
and hardware. The abstraction software paired with a flexible printing mechanism (where the pen 
could be switched out for other mediums) shows ways in which robots can simplify the artistic 
process while creating many drawings that fit an aesthetic specified by the artist. The concept of 
mixing art and robotics is not new: at the maker faire, a classmate saw a project very similar to 
ours that could abstract and draw images. Also, the Scribit robot shown at CES (described in the 
introduction) is part of a wider effort to combine the sciences and the arts.  

We set out to test the limits of robots doing human skills, and we feel that our project 
ultimately offers a glimpse into the possibilities of AI and art in the robotic world. Our robot 
represented a robotic translation of the mechanism of drawing: the lines, angles, and 
coordination that up to now has been the sole responsibility of the human hand. Hopefully, the 
project can be expanded to pair the mechanism of drawing with a creative AI that can make 
artistic choices on its own. Those two elements paired together suggest a future world where 
robots are able to independently create and express their unique perspective. This finding also 
suggests that automation is not limited to “blue collar jobs” like assembly lines; rather, 
automation represents the ability for robots to take over a spectrum of human tasks. This finding 
also returns to the history of automation discussed in the Introduction, from the New York Times 
article discussing the role of AI in fashion design to the Science article warning of the wide 
scope of possibilities of AI [22][23].  

 
Next Steps  

In an ideal world, we would have fine-tuned our abstraction process to draw more 
complicated images. Errors that occured in drawing images were likely due to belts catching, or 
unexpected shaking when the motors moved. Pen dragging, moving too quickly for short lines, 
and other issues made the drawing slightly off, and this could be seen in our final Apple 
comparisons.  

There are two immediate next steps to the project. The first is to get the solenoid pen lift 
working. The solenoid pen lift offered a unique possibility to easily lift the pen when the pen is 
not suppose to make contact with the paper in the drawing. In order to get the solenoid working, 
a separate circuit must be created, as well as new Arduino code controlling when the solenoid is 
activated or not. This code would have to be integrated to the existing general code to seamlessly 
drawing complex diagrams. 

The second goal is to work through calibration issues. While the robot is, in theory, able 
to draw very complex drawings like portraits, the robot is currently not at that level in practice. 
Proper calibration entails checking the tightness and fit of the track, as well as if the proper 
current and voltage is being fed into the circuit.  

Other minor fixes include exploring ways to vary the strength with which the pen is 
pressed into the paper, varying the speed of the drawing, and increasing efficiency.  
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The long-term next step of this project is to pair the machine with a more creative AI. 
This will allow the robot to not only draw an image but to actually think of a creative way to 
abstract the image without human input. For example, instead of abstracting an image for the 
robot, the robot could “look” at a face and make creative choices on its own to draw the face as it 
sees best. 
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Appendix A: Parts List 

Part Description Why is this part 
needed? 

Cost? Where will we buy 
it? 

Timing belt track The timing belt track 
attaches to the stepper 
motor and moves the 
moving blocks along 
the axes.  

$37.50 Amazon 

Wood and 
components for the 
frame and moving 
block 

Once we establish our 
three belt system, we 
will need a sturdy 
frame to hold the 
paper and the belts in 
place. 

N/A Whitaker Lab 

Paper canvas/drawing 
pad  

A sturdy canvas or 
drawing pad will be 
necessary for the 
drawings to be 
produced on.  

~ $10  Office Depot/Staples  

Pen A pen is needed to 
draw the picture.  

~ $2 Muji 

Linear rail The linear rail adds 
rigidity to the timing 
belt track and is the 

$28 Amazon 
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part the moving block 
moves along.  

Arduino and circuit 
parts 

The Arduino will be 
used to code the 
stepper motor and 
coordinate the 
drawing mechanism. 

N/A  Whitaker Lab 

SN754410ne 
H-Bridge 

The H-Bridge drives 
the stepper motor.  

N/A Whitaker Lab 

10k ohm 
potentiometer  

The potentiometer is 
part of the circuit.  

N/A Whitaker Lab 

Stepper motor The stepper motor 
drives the timing belt 
track. 

N/A Whitaker Lab 

Linear ball bearing  This bearing allows 
for the moving block 
to move smoothly 
along the linear rail.  

$12.80 Amazon 

Linear rail mount This mount allows 
the rail to be secured 
tightly to its holder.  

$20 Amazon 

Ball bearings These ball bearings 
allow for the Track 
Holder to run in step 
with the stepper 
motor when attached 
to the track.  

$10 Amazon 

Screws and nuts These miscellaneous 
parts are used to 
mount the project to a 
secure board.  

N/A Whitaker Lab  

Solenoid The solenoid is used 
to click the pen down. 

N/A  Whitaker Lab 
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Appendix B: Code 
Python Image Abstraction [24] 

 
// This code is a modified version of citation 24 in  
// bibliography. We customized the image abstraction and  
// added a “contoursToXY” function to extract lists of  
// coordinates. 
 
from random import * 
import math 
import argparse 
 
 
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageOps 
 
from filters import * 
from strokesort import * 
import perlin 
from util import * 
 
no_cv = False 
export_path = "output/out.svg" 
 
# We modified this section to draw contours but not 
hatches. 
draw_contours = True 
draw_hatch = False 
show_bitmap = False 
resolution = 1024 
hatch_size = 16 
contour_simplify = 2 
 
try: 
    import numpy as np 
    import cv2 
except: 
    print "Cannot import numpy/openCV. Switching to NO_CV 
mode." 
    no_cv = True 
 
 
def find_edges(IM): 
    print "finding edges..." 
    if no_cv: 
        # appmask(IM,[F_Blur]) 
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        appmask(IM, [F_SobelX, F_SobelY]) 
    else: 
        im = np.array(IM) 
        im = cv2.GaussianBlur(im, (3, 3), 0) 
        im = cv2.Canny(im, 100, 200) 
        IM = Image.fromarray(im) 
    return IM.point(lambda p: p > 128 and 255) 
 
 
def getdots(IM): 
    print "getting contour points..." 
    PX = IM.load() 
    dots = [] 
    w, h = IM.size 
    for y in range(h - 1): 
        row = [] 
        for x in range(1, w): 
            if PX[x, y] == 255: 
                if len(row) > 0: 
                    if x - row[-1][0] == row[-1][-1] + 1: 
                        row[-1] = (row[-1][0], row[-1][-1] 
+ 1) 
                    else: 
                        row.append((x, 0)) 
                else: 
                    row.append((x, 0)) 
        dots.append(row) 
    return dots 
 
 
def connectdots(dots): 
    print "connecting contour points..." 
    contours = [] 
    for y in range(len(dots)): 
        for x, v in dots[y]: 
            if v > -1: 
                if y == 0: 
                    contours.append([(x, y)]) 
                else: 
                    closest = -1 
                    cdist = 100 
                    for x0, v0 in dots[y - 1]: 
                        if abs(x0 - x) < cdist: 
                            cdist = abs(x0 - x) 
                            closest = x0 
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                    if cdist > 3: 
                        contours.append([(x, y)]) 
                    else: 
                        found = 0 
                        for i in range(len(contours)): 
                            if contours[i][-1] == (closest, 
y - 1): 
                                contours[i].append((x, y,)) 
                                found = 1 
                                break 
                        if found == 0: 
                            contours.append([(x, y)]) 
 
        for c in contours: 
            if c[-1][1] < y - 1 and len(c) < 4: 
                contours.remove(c) 
    contoursToXY(contours) 
    return contours 
 
 
def getcontours(IM, sc=2): 
    print "generating contours..." 
    IM = find_edges(IM) 
    IM1 = IM.copy() 
    IM2 = IM.rotate(-90, 
expand=True).transpose(Image.FLIP_LEFT_RIGHT) 
    dots1 = getdots(IM1) 
    contours1 = connectdots(dots1) 
    dots2 = getdots(IM2) 
    contours2 = connectdots(dots2) 
 
    for i in range(len(contours2)): 
        contours2[i] = [(c[1], c[0]) for c in contours2[i]] 
    contours = contours1 + contours2 
 
    for i in range(len(contours)): 
        for j in range(len(contours)): 
            if len(contours[i]) > 0 and len(contours[j]) > 
0: 
                if distsum(contours[j][0], contours[i][-1]) 
< 8: 
                    contours[i] = contours[i] + contours[j] 
                    contours[j] = [] 
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    for i in range(len(contours)): 
        contours[i] = [contours[i][j] for j in range(0, 
len(contours[i]), 8)] 
 
    contours = [c for c in contours if len(c) > 1] 
 
    for i in range(0, len(contours)): 
        contours[i] = [(v[0] * sc, v[1] * sc) for v in 
contours[i]] 
 
    for i in range(0, len(contours)): 
        for j in range(0, len(contours[i])): 
            contours[i][j] = int(contours[i][j][0] + 10 * 
perlin.noise(i * 0.5, j * 0.1, 1)), int( 
                contours[i][j][1] + 10 * perlin.noise(i * 
0.5, j * 0.1, 2)) 
 
    return contours 
 
 
def hatch(IM, sc=16): 
    print "hatching..." 
    PX = IM.load() 
    w, h = IM.size 
    lg1 = [] 
    lg2 = [] 
    for x0 in range(w): 
        for y0 in range(h): 
            x = x0 * sc 
            y = y0 * sc 
            if PX[x0, y0] > 144: 
                pass 
 
            elif PX[x0, y0] > 64: 
                lg1.append([(x, y + sc / 4), (x + sc, y + 
sc / 4)]) 
            elif PX[x0, y0] > 16: 
                lg1.append([(x, y + sc / 4), (x + sc, y + 
sc / 4)]) 
                lg2.append([(x + sc, y), (x, y + sc)]) 
 
            else: 
                lg1.append([(x, y + sc / 4), (x + sc, y + 
sc / 4)]) 
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                lg1.append([(x, y + sc / 2 + sc / 4), (x + 
sc, y + sc / 2 + sc / 4)]) 
                lg2.append([(x + sc, y), (x, y + sc)]) 
 
    lines = [lg1, lg2] 
    for k in range(0, len(lines)): 
        for i in range(0, len(lines[k])): 
            for j in range(0, len(lines[k])): 
                if lines[k][i] != [] and lines[k][j] != []: 
                    if lines[k][i][-1] == lines[k][j][0]: 
                        lines[k][i] = lines[k][i] + 
lines[k][j][1:] 
                        lines[k][j] = [] 
        lines[k] = [l for l in lines[k] if len(l) > 0] 
    lines = lines[0] + lines[1] 
 
    for i in range(0, len(lines)): 
        for j in range(0, len(lines[i])): 
            lines[i][j] = int(lines[i][j][0] + sc * 
perlin.noise(i * 0.5, j * 0.1, 1)), int( 
                lines[i][j][1] + sc * perlin.noise(i * 0.5, 
j * 0.1, 2)) - j 
 
    return lines 
 
 
def sketch(path): 
    IM = None 
    possible = [path, "images/" + path, "images/" + path + 
".jpg", "images/" + path + ".png", "images/" + path + 
".tif"] 
    for p in possible: 
        try: 
            IM = Image.open(p) 
            break 
        except: 
            pass 
    w, h = IM.size 
 
    IM = IM.convert("L") 
    IM = ImageOps.autocontrast(IM, 10) 
 
    lines = [] 
    if draw_contours: 
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        lines += getcontours(IM.resize((resolution / 
contour_simplify, resolution / contour_simplify * h / w)), 
                             contour_simplify) 
    if draw_hatch: 
        lines += hatch(IM.resize((resolution / hatch_size, 
resolution / hatch_size * h / w)), hatch_size) 
 
    lines = sortlines(lines) 
    if show_bitmap: 
        disp = Image.new("RGB", (resolution, resolution * h 
/ w), (255, 255, 255)) 
        draw = ImageDraw.Draw(disp) 
        for l in lines: 
            draw.line(l, (0, 0, 0), 5) 
        disp.show() 
 
    f = open(export_path, 'w') 
    f.write(makesvg(lines)) 
    f.close() 
    print len(lines), "strokes." 
    print "done." 
    return lines 
 
 
def makesvg(lines): 
    print "generating svg file..." 
    out = '<svg xmlns="http://www.w3.org/2000/svg" 
version="1.1">' 
    for l in lines: 
        l = ",".join([str(p[0] * 0.5) + "," + str(p[1] * 
0.5) for p in l]) 
        out += '<polyline points="' + l + '" stroke="black" 
stroke-width="2" fill="none" />\n' 
    out += '</svg>' 
    return out 
 
# We wrote the contoursToXY function shorten the lists of 
contours into points, horizontal, and vertical lines. 
# The function takes in a list of lists generated with the 
contour function and outputs a list of integers 
(coordinates). 
def contoursToXY(contours): 
    # Empty list to be filled with coordinates. 
    lines = [] 
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    # Cycle through the list of lists of contours, checking 
if each set is a horizontal or vertical line 
    # or has no pattern: 
    for line in contours: 
        startcontour = line[0] 
        endcontour = line[-1] 
        midcontour = line[1] 
        # If all points in a section have the same 
x-coordinate, save the first and last point only. (vertical 
line) 
        if (startcontour[0] == midcontour[0] == 
endcontour[0]): 
            startY = startcontour[1] 
            endY = endcontour[1] 
            lines.append((startcontour[0], startY)) 
            lines.append((startcontour[0], endY)) 
 
        # If all points in a section have the same 
y-coordinate, save the first and last point only. 
(horizontal line) 
        elif (startcontour[1] == midcontour[1] == 
endcontour[1]): 
 
            startX = startcontour[0] 
            endX = endcontour[0] 
            lines.append((startX, startcontour[1])) 
            lines.append((endX, startcontour[1])) 
        # If the line isn't horizontal/vertical, just add 
all the points. 
        else: 
            for point in line: 
                lines.append(point) 
 
 
if __name__ == "__main__": 
    parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description='Convert 
image to vectorized line drawing for plotters.') 
    parser.add_argument('-i', '--input', dest='input_path', 
                        default='lenna', action='store', 
nargs='?', type=str, 
                        help='Input path') 
 
    parser.add_argument('-o', '--output', 
dest='output_path', 
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                        default=export_path, 
action='store', nargs='?', type=str, 
                        help='Output path.') 
 
    parser.add_argument('-b', '--show_bitmap', 
dest='show_bitmap', 
                        const=not show_bitmap, 
default=show_bitmap, action='store_const', 
                        help="Display bitmap preview.") 
 
    parser.add_argument('-nc', '--no_contour', 
dest='no_contour', 
                        const=draw_contours, default=not 
draw_contours, action='store_const', 
                        help="Don't draw contours.") 
 
    parser.add_argument('-nh', '--no_hatch', 
dest='no_hatch', 
                        const=draw_hatch, default=not 
draw_hatch, action='store_const', 
                        help='Disable hatching.') 
 
    parser.add_argument('--no_cv', dest='no_cv', 
                        const=not no_cv, default=no_cv, 
action='store_const', 
                        help="Don't use openCV.") 
 
    parser.add_argument('--hatch_size', dest='hatch_size', 
                        default=hatch_size, action='store', 
nargs='?', type=int, 
                        help='Patch size of hatches. eg. 8, 
16, 32') 
    parser.add_argument('--contour_simplify', 
dest='contour_simplify', 
                        default=contour_simplify, 
action='store', nargs='?', type=int, 
                        help='Level of contour 
simplification. eg. 1, 2, 3') 
 
    args = parser.parse_args() 
 
    export_path = args.output_path 
    draw_hatch = not args.no_hatch 
    draw_contours = not args.no_contour 
    hatch_size = args.hatch_size 
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    contour_simplify = args.contour_simplify 
    show_bitmap = args.show_bitmap 
    no_cv = args.no_cv 
    sketch(args.input_path) 
 
Filters.py: These filters are used before the contours are created to simplify the image. 
 
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageOps, ImageFilter 
from random import * 
import math 
 
F_Blur = { 
    (-2,-2):2,(-1,-2):4,(0,-2):5,(1,-2):4,(2,-2):2, 
    (-2,-1):4,(-1,-1):9,(0,-1):12,(1,-1):9,(2,-1):4, 
    (-2,0):5,(-1,0):12,(0,0):15,(1,0):12,(2,0):5, 
    (-2,1):4,(-1,1):9,(0,1):12,(1,1):9,(2,1):4, 
    (-2,2):2,(-1,2):4,(0,2):5,(1,2):4,(2,2):2, 
} 
F_SobelX = 

{(-1,-1):1,(0,-1):0,(1,-1):-1,(-1,0):2,(0,0):0,(1,0):-2,(-1,1):1
,(0,1):0,(1,1):-1} 

F_SobelY = 
{(-1,-1):1,(0,-1):2,(1,-1):1,(-1,0):0,(0,0):0,(1,0):0,(-1,1):-1,
(0,1):-2,(1,1):-1} 

 
 
def appmask(IM,masks): 
    PX = IM.load() 
    w,h = IM.size 
    NPX = {} 
    for x in range(0,w): 
        for y in range(0,h): 
            a = [0]*len(masks) 
            for i in range(len(masks)): 
                for p in masks[i].keys(): 
                    if 0<x+p[0]<w and 0<y+p[1]<h: 
                        a[i] += PX[x+p[0],y+p[1]] * 

masks[i][p] 
                if sum(masks[i].values())!=0: 
                    a[i] = a[i] / sum(masks[i].values()) 
            NPX[x,y]=int(sum([v**2 for v in a])**0.5) 
    for x in range(0,w): 
        for y in range(0,h): 
            PX[x,y] = NPX[x,y] 
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Perlin Noise: Major technique used in the abstraction process, see code section for more details. 
 
#Perlin Noise 
#Based on Javascript from p5.js 
(https://github.com/processing/p5.js/blob/master/src/math/noise.
js) 
 
import math 
import random 
 
PERLIN_YWRAPB = 4 
PERLIN_YWRAP = 1<<PERLIN_YWRAPB 
PERLIN_ZWRAPB = 8 
PERLIN_ZWRAP = 1<<PERLIN_ZWRAPB 
PERLIN_SIZE = 4095 
 
perlin_octaves = 4 
perlin_amp_falloff = 0.5 
 
def scaled_cosine(i): 
    return 0.5*(1.0-math.cos(i*math.pi)) 
 
perlin = None 
 
def noise(x,y=0,z=0): 
    global perlin 
    if perlin == None: 
        perlin = [] 
        for i in range(0,PERLIN_SIZE+1): 
            perlin.append(random.random()) 
    if x<0:x=-x 
    if y<0:y=-y 
    if z<0:z=-z 
   
    xi,yi,zi = int(x),int(y),int(z) 
    xf = x-xi 
    yf = y-yi 
    zf = z-zi 
    rxf = ryf = None 
   
    r = 0 
    ampl = 0.5 
   
    n1 = n2 = n3 = None 
    for o in range(0,perlin_octaves): 
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        of=xi+(yi<<PERLIN_YWRAPB)+(zi<<PERLIN_ZWRAPB) 
 
        rxf = scaled_cosine(xf) 
        ryf = scaled_cosine(yf) 
 
        n1  = perlin[of&PERLIN_SIZE] 
        n1 += rxf*(perlin[(of+1)&PERLIN_SIZE]-n1) 
        n2  = perlin[(of+PERLIN_YWRAP)&PERLIN_SIZE] 
        n2 += rxf*(perlin[(of+PERLIN_YWRAP+1)&PERLIN_SIZE]-n2) 
        n1 += ryf*(n2-n1) 
 
        of += PERLIN_ZWRAP 
        n2  = perlin[of&PERLIN_SIZE] 
        n2 += rxf*(perlin[(of+1)&PERLIN_SIZE]-n2) 
        n3  = perlin[(of+PERLIN_YWRAP)&PERLIN_SIZE] 
        n3 += rxf*(perlin[(of+PERLIN_YWRAP+1)&PERLIN_SIZE]-n3) 
        n2 += ryf*(n3-n2) 
 
        n1 += scaled_cosine(zf)*(n2-n1) 
 
        r += n1*ampl 
        ampl *= perlin_amp_falloff 
        xi<<=1 
        xf*=2 
        yi<<=1 
        yf*=2 
        zi<<=1 
        zf*=2 
   
        if (xf>=1.0): xi+=1; xf-=1 
        if (yf>=1.0): yi+=1; yf-=1 
        if (zf>=1.0): zi+=1; zf-=1   
    return r 
   
def noiseDetail(lod, falloff): 
    if lod>0:perlin_octaves=lod 
    if falloff>0:perlin_amp_falloff=falloff  
   
   
class LCG(): 
    def __init__(self): 
        self.m = 4294967296.0 
        self.a = 1664525.0 
        self.c = 1013904223.0   
        self.seed = self.z = None 
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    def setSeed(self,val=None): 
        self.z = self.seed = (math.random()*self.m if val == 
None else val) >> 0 
    def getSeed(self): 
        return self.seed 
    def rand(self): 
        self.z = (self.a * self.z + self.c) % self.m 
        return self.z/self.m   
   
   
def noiseSeed(seed): 
    lcg = LCG() 
    lcg.setSeed(seed) 
    perlin = [] 
    for i in range(0,PERLIN_SIZE+1): 
        perlin.append(lcg.rand()) 
   
  
 
   
 
 Strokesort- Uses turtle graphics to display the abstraction. 
 
from random import * 
from PIL import Image, ImageDraw, ImageOps 
from util import * 
 
 
def sortlines(lines): 
    print "optimizing stroke sequence..." 
    clines = lines[:] 
    slines = [clines.pop(0)] 
    while clines != []: 
        x,s,r = None,1000000,False 
        for l in clines: 
            d = distsum(l[0],slines[-1][-1]) 
            dr = distsum(l[-1],slines[-1][-1]) 
            if d < s: 
                x,s,r = l[:],d,False 
            if dr < s: 
                x,s,r = l[:],s,True 
 
        clines.remove(x) 
        if r == True: 
            x = x[::-1] 
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        slines.append(x) 
    return slines 
 
def visualize(lines): 
    import turtle 
    wn = turtle.Screen() 
    t = turtle.Turtle() 
    t.speed(0) 
    t.pencolor('red') 
    t.pd() 
    for i in range(0,len(lines)): 
        for p in lines[i]: 
            t.goto(p[0]*640/1024-320,-(p[1]*640/1024-320)) 
            t.pencolor('black') 
        t.pencolor('red') 
    turtle.mainloop() 
 
if __name__=="__main__": 
    import linedraw 
    #linedraw.draw_hatch = False 
    lines = linedraw.sketch("Lenna") 
    #lines = sortlines(lines) 
    visualize(lines) 
 
Util (some other helpful functions): 
 
def midpt(*args): 
    xs,ys = 0,0 
    for p in args: 
        xs += p[0] 
        ys += p[1] 
    return xs/len(args),ys/len(args) 
 
def distsum(*args): 
    return sum([ ((args[i][0]-args[i-1][0])**2 + 
(args[i][1]-args[i-1][1])**2)**0.5 for i in range(1,len(args))]) 
 
 
Arduino General Image Drawing [25] 
// MultiStepper.pde file from source 25 in bibliography. 
// -*- mode: C++ -*- 
// Official Website Description: "Use MultiStepper class to 
manage multiple steppers and make them all move to 
// the same position at the same time for linear 2d (or 3d) 
motion." 
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// This code transforms coordinate lists into usable commands 
using the MultiStepper library. A loop cycles through the 
// coordinate array, moving all the motors to their next 
positions. 
 
#include <AccelStepper.h> 
#include <MultiStepper.h> 
 
// Declare motors: 
AccelStepper myStepper1(AccelStepper::FULL4WIRE, 6, 7, 8, 9);  
AccelStepper myStepper2(AccelStepper::FULL4WIRE, 2, 3, 4, 5); 
AccelStepper myStepper3(AccelStepper::FULL4WIRE, 10, 11, 12, 
13); 
 
// Multistepper object that later controls all three motors. 
MultiStepper steppers; 
 
void setup() { 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  // Set motors to constant speed. 
  myStepper1.setMaxSpeed(300); 
  myStepper2.setMaxSpeed(300); 
  myStepper3.setMaxSpeed(300); 
   
 // Add many steppers to one stepper "object" to be managed: 
  steppers.addStepper(myStepper1); 
  steppers.addStepper(myStepper2); 
  steppers.addStepper(myStepper3); 
  delay(1000); 
 
  // Set all the motors to position "0" before the drawing 
begins. Notify by printing. 
  long positions[3] = {0, 0, 0}; 
  Serial.println("I'm in position"); 
  steppers.moveTo(positions); 
  steppers.runSpeedToPosition(); 
  delay(10); 
} 
 
void loop() { 
   
  //Position array for the 3 motors. The first 2 positions are 
the x-coordinate for the two in sync motors, the last 
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  // position is the y-coordinate for the freely moving single 
motor. 
  long positions[3]; // Array of desired stepper positions 
 
  // Coordinate list to be cycled through (from Python file). 
  // Shortened for concision, typical list is many hundreds of 
//coordinates.   
int lines[] ={297, 124, 297, 125, 344, 311, 345, 311}; 
 
  // Traverse the list of coordinates, making the x-coord the 
position for the two simultaneous motors and the y-coord 
  // the position for the single motor. 
  for (int i = 0; i < sizeof(lines)/sizeof(lines[0]); i = i + 2) 
  { 
    positions[0] = lines[i]/2; 
    positions[1] = lines[i]/2; 
    positions[2] = lines[i + 1]/2; 
    delay(500); 
   
    // Move the motors to the designated positions, and repeat. 
    steppers.moveTo(positions); 
    steppers.runSpeedToPosition(); // Blocks until all are in 
position 
    delay(10); 
 
  } 
} 
 
Arduino Square Drawing 
 
 /* 
This program uses a for loop to draw a square. We created this  
as a demo of how shapes can be hardcoded as well as abstracted. 
The arduino website was helpful in creating this. [26] 
 */ 
 
#include <Stepper.h> 
 
// Number used for calculations later: 
const int stepsPerRevolution = 200;   
 
// Set up the stepper motors:` 
Stepper myStepper1(stepsPerRevolution, 6, 7, 8, 9); 
Stepper myStepper2(stepsPerRevolution, 2, 3, 4, 5); 
Stepper myStepper3(stepsPerRevolution, 10, 11, 12, 13); 
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int stepCount = 0;  // number of steps the motor has taken 
 
void setup()  
{ 
  Serial.begin(9600); 
  int sensorReading = analogRead(A0); 
  int sensorReadingTwo = analogRead(A2); 
   
  // Map the sensor reading to an appropriate speed: 
  int motorSpeed = map(sensorReading, 0, 1023, 0, 100); 
  int motorSpeedTwo = map(sensorReadingTwo, 0, 1023, 0, 100); 
 
  // Set all three motors to constant speeds:: 
  myStepper1.setSpeed(motorSpeed); 
  myStepper2.setSpeed(motorSpeed); 
  myStepper3.setSpeed(motorSpeedTwo); 
} 
 
void loop()  
{ 
  // Set the sidelength of the square: 
  int sidelength = 50; 
 
  // USe a for loop to step through each side: 
for(int s=0; s<sidelength; s++) 
  { 
    myStepper1.step(1); 
    myStepper2.step(1); 
  } 
 for(int s = 0; s<sidelength; s++) 
 { 
  myStepper3.step(1); 
 } 
 for(int s=0; s<sidelength; s++) 
  { 
    myStepper1.step(-1); 
    myStepper2.step(-1); 
  } 
   for(int s = 0; s<sidelength; s++) 
 { 
  myStepper3.step(-1); 
 } 
} 
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